
1 Huave morpheme ordering: local dislocation
or U20?

Koopman (2015.)

• Puzzle from Huave, a language isolate of Oaxaca State, Mexico. Embick
and Noyer (2001, 2007).
Cannot be syntax, must be Local dislocation, a local movement process
defined in terms of adjacency, operating after vocabulary insertion. (acting
on linear structure/ adjacency)

• Small Paradigm: (from Embick and Noyer (2007), p. 320, 51-53).
Variables at play
(i) subject is first person singular or plural (person and plural are discon-
tinuous), and
(ii) tense/aspect is ”present” (atemporal) or ”past/completive”.

(1) Present, 1st person, sg/pl. Embick and Noyer (2007), ex. 51)

a. S-
1-

a-
TH-

kohch-
cut-

ay
REFL

I cut myself
b. S-

1-
a-
TH-

kohch-
cut-

ay-
REFL-

on
PL

we (excl.) cut ourselves1

(2) Past, 1st person, sg.

a. T-
PAST-

e-
TH-

kohch-
cut-

ay-
REFL-

os
1

I cut (past) myself
b. *T-

PAST-
e-
TH-

kohch-
cut-

as-
1-

ay
REFL

I cut (past) myself

(3) Past 1st person, pl.

a. T-
PAST-

e-
TH-

kohch-
cut-

as-
1-

ay-
REFL-

on
PL

(=53)

We cut ourselves
b. *T-

PAST-
e-
TH-

kohch-
cut-

ay-
REFL-

os-
1-

on
PL

(=53)

We cut (past) ourselves

The order isREFL-1 in (2-a), but excluded in the context of a plural (3-b).

1We (incl.) lacks the 1st person −s− a- kohch- ay- on we (incl.) cut ourselves. The
default plural -n cooccurs with 1/2 person, the third person plural form is a fused form. The
fact that person and number are expressed on the plural suffix is glossed over here, but must
be incorporated in the future.
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The sequence 1-Refl is excluded in (2-b), but found in the context of the
plural (3-a). This pattern is not derivable by syntactic head movement.

• Embick and Noyer (2007) generalization: a reflexive affix -ay must appear
directly before the final affix of a verb, if there is any. They take it that
this pattern is driven by a morphological well-formedness condition that
applies to complex verbs in Huave, and that specifically refers to the Refl
affix.

(4) Refl must precede post-root- X, X a non-Root node.

When no Xs occur post-root (4) is irrelevant, and no operation applies,
yielding (1-a). But when the root is followed by at least one inflectional
affix, a Local Dislocation operation applies to satisfy (4).

• Should rules be able to do this?

• The syntax underlying this sequence appears to play no role at all.
In fact, the structure on which local dislocation operates it cannot be the
output of the syntax).

(5) Syntax Embick and Noyer assume REFL is peripheral to the verb
inflectional complex, and undergoes local dislocation to left adjoin
to the rightmost inflectional affix (in fact 1s, or the PL morpheme
in these examples).

a. Given their assumptions about the architecture DM, this must
be the output of the syntactic derivation.

• Question: is this syntactic output independently supported?

(6) REFL c-commanding the 1st person subject?
unlikely starting point from the point of view of the syntax
(Within DM it must translate into it being put there by the syntax
via external or internal merge (head movement), or alternatively,
as they did for Lithuanian Embick and Noyer (2001) creating it
postsyntactically This is not an option we would like to allow (too
powerful!). and does not correspond to (Kim 2008) layered affix
fields, with REFL (in Huave of San Fransisco) a level 2 suffix, and
the ”mobile” first person suffix −s−, a level 3 suffix, further away
from the root.

→ Output of the syntax plays no role. Stipulation to make local disloca-
tion work.
(Templates have no role to play)
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• An alternative analysis for this pattern is necessary.
A good test case for the syntactic approach. Is local dislocation motivated?
Case study for antisymmetry and the generalized U20 approach?
Important: the morpheme are ordered postverbally, not preverbal. This
is where we expect variation, given the Cinqueian assumptions we have
assumed.

1.1 A sketch of a syntactic analysis

What would an antsymmetry analysis of these data look like?

• The theory as guide for the language learner (and us, the linguist). lead
to possible analyses, restrict the analytical options, and make predictions

– syntactic hierarchy of merge (?universal and ?language specific )

– leftward phrasal movements of a constituent which contains the lex-
ical V

– differences are due to the height parameter (where the Vp is pro-
nounced), and parameters on pied-piping.

– The properties of lexical items which drive the patterns should be de-
duceable from simple inputs, and implementable in minimalist gram-
mars.

– ideally the analysis should make testable predictions about patterns
of variation.

– expectations: attested linear orders correspond to attested U20 pat-
terns. Excluded patterns either correspond to orders that fall outside
of U20 patterns, i.e that cannot be derived from this fixed hierarchy,
or be explainable in some other general internally consistent fashion.
(not derivable given the individual properties, violates islands, ...)

– predictions Minimal variation in lexical properties should yield (min-
imally) different outputs.

Here I will sketch, taking just the limited data presented in the paradigm above
(and with the support of general literature on Huave and its experts), what
such a syntactic analysis could look like, what kinds of questions it raises, how
it may lead to new further research questions of a very general theoretical
nature, and how it leads to specific predictions that can be tested.

1.1.1 Establishing a syntactic hierarchy

• Establishing a syntactic hierarchy of merge is difficult! Establishing the
morpheme parts is difficult.

• for the cases under discussion, disregarding tense/aspect for the moment:
there are (at least) four items which must be ordered in a unique fixed
hierarchy of merge/scope.
1st person and Plural are discontinuous, and not bundled in a single node.
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(7) 1st, PL, Refl, [TH-V ]

• hierarchical relations?

(8) a. 1st >Pl
b. 1st>REFL
c. REFL> V

1st is merged above PL, because of the person hierarchy, and because of
languages in which person and plural are independent morphemes (Geor-
gian, Semitic, Maasai), the exponent of person ends up higher in the
hierarchy than plural. It is also reasonable to assume 1st Person sub-
ject is c-commanding REFL, which I assume is above the (remnant) V(p/
rootV).

• What about Pl?
Not clear: relative order of merge of Refl and Pl.
Two logically possible hypotheses: either the order is REFL > PL, or it
is Pl > REFL. Consider both see where this leads. This yields the follow-
ing two hypotheses about the possible shape of the hierarchy underlying
surface morpheme order:

(9) Hypothesis 1: REFL > PL:
1st

Refl
Pl

TH V

1st
1

REFL
2

PL
3

[ TH V ]
4

(10) Hypothesis 2: PL > REFL:
1st

Pl
Refl

TH V

1st
1

PL
2

REFL
3

[ TH V ]
4

• How high does the Vp move? (pied-piping elements or not)

(11) evidence from ”mobile” affixes in the ”Present” (unmarked for
tense or aspect) and ”Past/completive” −t−. (How these are
integrated into the hierarchy is not directly relevant for the dis-
cussion here. )

(12) Assuming: 1sg −s−, always spells out the 1st person node.

a. −s− precedes the verb (present)
b. −s− follows the verb (past/completive).
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(13) a. ”Present”:
11st V...
A constituent containing the verb stops below 1st person s
in ”present” tense

b. ”Past”: V..11st ..
A constituent containing the verb raises past 1st.

In the syntactic analysis sketched here, it is not the 1st affix that is mobile.
The appearance of mobility is due to the constituent containing the Vp
moving to different heights, depending on the type of tense/aspect, (as
well as the VP shell structure, see below). 2

(14) NB: Not:
-s- precedes vowel initial stems
-s- follows elsewhere -t- precedes vowel initial stems -t- follows
elsewhere

This can be shown in the syntax again and again, and is not different from
the fact that object clitics in Romance follow the imperative (when the
V raises to the left periphery), but precede the tensed verb (when the V
stops in Agr/T).

• derivations, and evaluation w.r.t. predictions under U20..
The next step in the analysis is to look at the specific derivations for
each of the specific examples, given the two possible hierarchies and the
differences in the height of V placement.

The results will be summarized in table format in 1.1.3.

1.1.2 Derivations under Hypothesis 1: REFL > PL

The fixed syntactic hierarchy in (15) forces specific syntactic derivations for
the (limited) data presented above (annotated below), and allow us to verify
that possible orders indeed fall within the licit U20 patterns, and to check if
the analysis overall is internally consistent.

(15) 1st
1

REFL
2

PL
3

[ TH V ]
4

(16) a. S-
1-

a-
TH-

kohc-
cut-

ay.
REFL

11 3V 2REFL

I cut myself. Vp moves past REFL
b. S-

1-
a-
TH-

kohc-
cut-

ay-
REFL-

on.
PL

11st 4V 2REFL 3Pl

We cut ourselves. Vp moves past REFL, stranding Pl

2 not phonology Kim (2010), see below
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(17) a. T-
PAST-

e-
TH-

kohc-
cut-

ay-
REFL-

os.
1

(PAST) 3V 2REFL11st

I cut (past) myself Vp pied-pipes REFL

b. *T-
PAST-

e-
TH-

kohc-
cut-

as-
1-

ay
REFL

*PAST 3V 11st2REFL

I cut (past) myself REFL must pied-pipe and cannot strand

(18) a. T-
PAST-

e-
TH-

kohc-
cut-

as-
1-

ay-
REFL-

on.
PL

(PAST) 4V 11st 2REFL 3Pl

We cut ourselves. REF and Pl must strand
b. *T-

PAST-
e-
TH-

kohc-
cut-

ay-
REFL-

os-
1-

on *(PAST) 4V 2REFL11st3Pl

PL
This is a U20 violation ! Order cannot be derived, as 4 2 1 3 is not
a constituent

Possible and impossible U20 patterns .

• Attested morpheme orders 132, 321, 1423, and 4123 are possible U20
patterns, as expected by the theory.

• The excluded 4213 order in (18-b) is not an impossible U20 pattern! −− >
not derivable! Hence ungrammaticality is expected.

• No need for a local dislocation rule: it follows from the syntactic deriva-
tion.

• These derivations lead to further questions, which turn out to be well-
known syntactic questions, and to an empirical prediction. I turn to these
these below:

Questions about stranding and pied piping

• Why is stranding REFL not possible (17-b), unless plural is stranded
(18-a)? (cf In Koopman and Szabolcsi (2000), and Wolof. pied-piping is
unmarked, but stranding can be forced because of other elements. I am
looking for similar structures in the syntax, pied-piping.. )
(17-b) competes with an order where pied-piping yields convergence.

• for Huave: Why is that the reflexive must strand if plural is stranded?

• why must plural (always) strand? plural suffix always strands: the plural
suffix never precedes a suffixed fist person -s- for example. Why cannot
plural in fact ever pied-pipe with the V?
Perhaps Vp moves past Plural, making it a suffix, but never merges with
Plural, i.e. Plural would not have a epp+V feature (but REFL does).

From a below, (18-a) derives by Spec to Spec movement of a constituent
containing V (b):
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(19) a.

11

4V 2REFL 3PL 4

b.

4V 11
4

2REFL 3PL 4
But a cannot feed into c by pied-piping, which must therefore be
excluded:
c.*

4V 2REFL 3PL 4

11 t

If the output of pied-piping in (19) c can be excluded on general grounds,
Refl may strand, because the unmarked option of pied-piping will not lead
to convergence.
It has been known for a long time that rightbranching syntactic struc-
ture before a head, as in (19) c. routinely (though not always) leads to
ungrammaticality, however this is ultimately accounted for.

• An empirical prediction about variation we should not find any
dialects or speakers who accept (18-b), as this order cannot be built from
this particular hierarchy.

• What is known about word order variation in different varieties in Huave?
This order is attested in the San Fransisco del Mar variety of Huave Kim
(2008)3

• If the theory is correct, and If this order is possible, however, for some
speakers or dialects:
this order must derive from a different hierarchy. in which case we might
expect to find other correlating differences, and a different pattern of judg-
ments.

• But note that we started with two hypotheses about the possibly hierarchy,
with no clear way of deciding between the relative order of Refl and Pl.
Perhaps speakers can converge on either hierarchy, yielding (partially)
different judgments .

3Ralf Noyer and Yuni Kim (p.c)
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→ Different dialects could be forced to converge on different hierarchies
because of slight differences in the primary data.
→ This can only happen for things that are not universally fixed.

1.1.3 Derivations under Hypothesis 2. PL > REFL

We now look at two questions:

• Can we derive the exact same pattern of judgments from a different hi-
erarchy? No. The analysis leads to inconsistencies, and the form that is
excluded should just be perfect.

• What patterns of judgments do we predict under a different hierarchy?

We proceed again from the fixed syntactic hierarchy in (20) and walk
through the specific syntactic derivations that U20 imposes for the data under
discussion (disregarding the issue for dialectal variation), so as to verify whether
possible orders indeed fall within the licit U20 patterns, and what orders need
to be excluded.

(20) 1st
1

PL
2

REFL
3

[ TH V ]
4

(21) a. S- a- kohc- ay 11 3V 2REFL (same as Hyp 1)

b. S- a- kohc- ay- on 11st 4V 3REFL 2Pl roll up vs. Hyp : Pl
strands

(22) a. T- e- kohc- ay- os (PAST) 3V 2REFL11st (same as Hyp 1)

b. *T- e- kohc- as- ay *PAST 3V 11st2REFL REFL must pied-pipe,
cannot strand

(23) a. T- e- kohc- as- ay- on (PAST) 4V 11st 3REFL 2Pl

Roll up and subextraction of Vp from a complex specifier, strand-
ing REFL and PL, (cf. hyp 1: a 4123 pattern)

b. *T- e- kohc- ay- os- on (=53) *(PAST) 4V 3REFL11st2Pl

Plural cannot strand (Hyp.1: a U20 violation *4213)

As we can see, attested orders (132, 1432, 321, 4132) individually fall within
the licit U20 patterns, so this is good.
But ungrammatical orders also are possible U20 patterns (312), and 4312
in (23-b). This means we need to find different explanations why they are
excluded. This fails for 4312, as we show in the next section.

Comparing the 2 analyses for the same judgment patterns For ease
of discussion, the following table summarizes the analyses for this particular
dataset under hypothesis 1 and 2. Patterns excluded in U20 are in red font. We
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turn to the specific problems for Hypothesis 2 below, and show why it should
be rejected for this particular dataset.
Ex. Hyp 1:1 > Ref > Pl > V Hyp 2: 1 > Pl > REFL > V

(16-a) 11 3V 2REFL same
(16-b) 11st 4V 2REFL 3Pl 11st4V 3REFL2Pl

(17-a) PAST 3V 2REFL11st same

(17-b) * PAST 3V 11st2REFL same

(18-a) (PAST) 4V 11st 2REFL 3Pl (PAST) 4V 11st 4V 3REFL 2Pl

(18-b)?? *(PAST) 4V 2REFL11st3Pl *(PAST) 4V 3REFL11st2Pl

1.1.3.1 Expected grammatical patterns under Hypothesis 2, given
U20? If hierarchy 2 were to hold in a variety of Huave, we expect that it
will yield a different pattern of grammaticality judgments: (18-b) should be
fine, since there is no way to block it, and so would (18-a). If subextraction
from a complex specifier is excluded for principled reasons (in the same way it
is in Wolof, we expect that 4132 must be excluded in principle as well. The
predictions of the patterns are presented in the table below:

Different predictions about grammaticality only concern derivations that
have Refl and Plural co-occuring.

Hyp 1:1 > Ref > Pl > V Hyp 2a: 1 > Pl > REFL > V Hyp 2b: 1 > Pl > REFL > V (+no subextr)
(18-a) (PAST) 4V 11st2REFL3Pl (PAST) 4V 11st3REFL2Pl *Past 4V 11st 4V 3REFL 2Pl

(18-b) *(PAST) 4V 2REFL11st3Pl (PAST) 4V 3REFL11st2Pl (PAST) 4V 3REFL11st2Pl

Huave dialects, and what we know about these sequences.
There are four dialects of Huave: San Mateo (which is the dialect with the data
reported so far), Santa Maŕıa (a dialect Rolf Noyer worked on extensively),
San Dionisio, and San Francisco del Mar (Kim 2008, 2010).The data reported
here, modeled by hypothesis 1, are solidly established for San Mateo and Santa
Maŕıa (Ralph Noyer, p. c)4.

(24) t-
PAST-

a-
TH-

xut-
hide-

ey-
REFL-

as-
1-

an
PL

(or: t-a-xut-e-s-an)

’we (excl.) hid ourselves’

4 Ralf Noyer (p c) points out that (Stairs and Hollenbach 1969) mention in a footnote that
the alternative order in (18-a) which he gives as ungrammatical is possible, as noticed by
Gregory Stump. Noyer’s consultants however do not accept this alternative order: the facts
represented by Hypothesis 1 are clear. Stairs, in her grammar published in 1981, does not
give this is a possible order either. So the published literature on this point is simply difficult
to interpret, and we can no longer ask. Given the argument presented here, however, this
alternative order could very well have come from a speaker with a different internal grammar
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The theory furthermore predicts that (18-a) should be excluded in the San
Francisco dialect if subextraction from a complex specifier is ruled out. Yuni
Kim (p.c) volunteered that she had not verified the negative data, but thought
she never heard it, or encountered it. The verifications of the full empirical
predictions for Hypothesis 2a vs 2b will thus have to wait further work.

An important point is that the linear order in (24) is not derivable from the
hierarchy in Hyp 1. The theory therefore leaves no choice: if such orders are
attested, they must reflect a different hierarchy, meaning we expect a slightly
different pattern of judgments.

• syntactic hierarchy of merge (?universal and ?language specific )

• leftward phrasal movements of a constituent which contains the lexical V

• differences are due to the height parameter (where the Vp is pronounced),
and parameters on pied-piping.

• The properties of lexical items which drive the patterns should be deduce-
able from simple inputs, and implementable in minimalist grammars.

• expectations: attested linear orders should fall within possible U20 pat-
terns.
Excluded patterns either correspond to orders that fall outside of U20 pat-
terns, i.e that cannot be derived from this fixed hierarchy, or be explainable
in some other general internally consistent fashion. (not derivable given
quirks of properties of individual lexical items, violates islands, or cyclic
spell out).

• predictions Minimal variation in lexical properties should yield different
outputs, i.e. can be measured through grammaticality judgments/ exper-
iments..

• analyses should make predictions about micro variation.
The local dislocation analysis makes no such predictions:

• Could still be we need local dislocation for other cases. (Kramer (2010),
Baker and Kramer (2014) Saltzmann (2016). )

In conclusion, there is no need for Local Dislocation for Huave morpheme
orders, and, if the theory is (on the) right (track), no need for Local dislocation
(or perhaps any ordering readjustments, except for purely driven phonological
ones) (template morphology in Arabic: prefix VV with a CCC root) in UG.
The U20 theory not only can capture the particular morpheme distribution
in Huave, I showed how it can guide native speakers towards very restrictive
analyses based on linear strings, with both fixed universal hierarchies, and
areas where hierarchies may potentially vary playing a role, furthering our
understanding of UG. Quite generally, then, linear order is always relevant for
hierarchical structure. There is no need for very local unexpected movement
rules of different types: there is only Merge.
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2 day3 ACTL continued

I may not get to this, but it is an opportunity for me to try to understand this
a bit more

2.1 Can phonology account for morpheme orders in
Huave? A further look at Huave Mobile Affixes

• So far: no need for local dislocation.

• Further important issues arise in Huave w.r.t. the interface with Phonol-
ogy.
Yuni Kim’s important proposal for the linearization of mobile affixes in
Huave.Kim (2010) Huave has a set of mobile suffixes, which exist alongside
regular prefixes and suffixes in the language.

• ..Why I don’t want this account: Can phonology drive morpheme orders?
..Where it fails (basis on which the phonology operates is not syntactically
sound)
..an important morpho-syntactic generalization is not taken into account.
.. How to work out the analysis: must be done for many substructures/
different hierarchies and independently motivated.

• Glimpse on how to account for the data from the current syntactic per-
spective (in progress)? (discuss 2 cases)

(25) (Kim 2010:ex. (5))

a. x
1
i
FT

n
1SB

a-
TV-

xot
hide

e
RF

I will hide myself 1st 1SB FUT TV- verb- RF
b. x

1
i
FT

ndil-i
turn-V

ñ
1SB

e
RF

I will turn around 1st FUT TV- verb- V 1SB - RF
c. t

CP
a-xot
TV-hide

ey
RF

as
1

I hid myself CP TV- verb- RF (a)- 1st
d. ndil-i

turn-V
t
CP

e
RF

S/he turned around TV- verb- CP RF

(26) a. Heads, merge in some position in the syntactic hierarchy
b. prefixes: head complement structures (a subtree with V is phono-

logical adjacent to).
c. suffixes: a subtree with V merges with it (eppV ), (or moves past

it)
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d. mobile suffixes: sometime a subtree with V stays below it, some-
times it raises past it. If it raises past it, it can trigger pied-piping
or not or not.

• From the syntax: Romance clitic placement.

(27) a. il me l ’a donné 1stDat 3acc Vf
he me it has given

b. Donne- le moi (V 3acc 1st.dat) – Possibly ImpP

Vp le
moi IMPC ..... t

In finite declaratives clitics precede the finite verb in French. Clitics are
always in the same region in a clause, what varies is if the Vp moves to
some higher position (sometimes pied-piping substructures/ clitics, Greek,
French).
Imperative Vs are in the C domain.
Theoretical expectation: the C region is where we expect to find properties
related to clause type (questions, imperatives, declaratives, etc..)

(28) a. suffixes (epp, complement)

Vp

V
-suffix

...... tV p

b. prefixes (no epp property), complement
pref Vp

V
c. mobile affixes.

(i) optional epp, or
(ii) lack epp: subtree of V moves past it to some other

position, or remains stuck below it (possibly pied-piping
a bigger part up)

(29) Phonological properties can be ”grafted” on the epp. (stated on
the output of the syntactic derivation)

• What we are looking for:
can we deduce the lexical and phonological properties from local distribu-
tions, and state as local configurations.
can we motivate the syntactic hierarchy independently (sequence of merge)
Do the resulting derivations fall into the patterns the syntax allows?

• Syntax of Voice/v plays a role (contrary to Kim, but following Noyer).
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(30) a. all transitive verbs have a theme vowel prefix
b. not all intransitive verbs lack one. (Voices play a rol) Lower

Voices have a suffix little v.

mobile suffixes will precede all ”transitive” clauses with v VP structure
mobile suffixes will follow the root elsewhere VP-v structure.

vP

(agent)

v

a
TV

VP

(theme) V

xot
hide

V gets stuck under vP.

(31) Mobile affixes follow VP: VPs have the following shape (roots
happen to be C initial and CVC or CV).

Vp

[C V C]
mobile.aff ... .

or

Vp

[C V C]
X

mobile.aff ... .

VPs keep moving up, pied-piping ”mobile” affixes or standing them.
yielding 321 or 312 orders

2.2 Mobile affixes: data

Where Kim goes with this,
Phonological characteristics of the base, and cannot be reduced to morphosyn-
tactic specification

Kim’s analysis

• Kim proposes that there are two interacting sets of principles behind
Huave affix order (morphological and phonological).
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